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ABSTRACT 
In the Fall of 1982 a questionnaire was mailed to 10,000 randomly-selected 
subscribers to INC. Magazine. The survey was designed, first, to measure 
the perceived impacts interest rates and the economy had exerted on small to 
mid-sized companies throughout the u.s. and, second, to gather information 
on how companies had responded -- how many and what kinds of actions they 
had taken to deal with these forces. The companies were also asked to com-
ment on their loan activity and the ease or difficulty they had experi-
ienced in obtaining financing since January 1982. 
Of the 1,057 companies returning usable questionnaires, 71 percent indi-
cated they had been hurt by interest rates or by the economy, with 37 
percent having been hurt severely, -and they provided financial data which 
supported these conclusions but which also indicated that the actions taken 
had been effective -- interest as a percent of sales increased 43 percent 
but pre-tax profits as a percent of sales only went down 18 percent from 
1977 to 1981. 
The effects of interest rates and the economy were seen to have been: (1} 
basically similar in impact on the responding companies, and (2} largely 
undifferentiated as between companies in different regions of the country, 
of different size, and in different sectors of the economy . Responses to 
these effects, however, varied widely. Individual companies which had been 
affected adversely by economic conditions were far more prone to take action 
than those who were less affected by interest rates and the economy. 
Indeed, companies hurt severely took, on the average, 47 percent more ac-
tions to deal with economic conditions than did companies which perceived 
iii. 
themselves to be unaffected -- although the actions chosen and the degree 
and direction of actions taken varied widely. 
As for financing, 58 percent of the responding companies applied for one or 
more loans and 96 percent of them were successful in obtaining at least one 
of the loans they applied for. 
THE SURVEY AND THE RESPONDENTS 
The Survey 
A questionnaire was mailed in August 1982 to 10,000 randomly-selected 
subscribers to INC. magazine which asked questions in four categories -- see 
Appendix A: 
1. Perceived effects on your company of (a) interest rates and (b) the 
economy. 
2. Actions taken as a response to each of these effects. 
3. Financial information for the years 1977 - 1981. 
4. Loans applied for in 1982 and the applications' success or 
"fai·lure. 
The Respondents 
Usable 1 responses were received from 1, 057 companies which represented a 
wide diversity of ~terprises (Exhibit 1). Manufacturers and distributors 
each represented approximately one-third of the sample, service companies 
about one-fourth, and financial/real. estate companies and "other" about one-
2 
tenth. The size of companies ranged considerably, with 33 percent having 
ten or fewer employees and 5 percent , having over 500. Almost one-quarter of 
1one thousand one hundred nineteen responses were received for an overall 
response rate of 11.2 percent. Of those companies not included in the 
analysis, five had gone out of business (two were bankrupt) ; five were pre-
or early start-up companies; 23 represented entities not appropriate to the 
survey (e.g., they were too large -- one was Fortune 500 --or represented 
nonprofit organizat~ons such as government agencies or universities); and 
the remaining responses were received too late to be included in the 
analysis. In addition, one company returned a blank survey with the large 
inscription (in red): "I am too busy trying to keep the wolf from the door 
to fill this out." 
2 For purposes of analysis the orig~nal eight ~ndustry classifications on 
the questionnaire (Appendix A) were collapsed mto four economic sectors: 
manufacturing, which includes extractJ.ve industries and construction; 
distr~buting, comprised of distributJ.on, wholesaling, and retailing; service 
both labor- and capital-intensive, and financial (e.g., banking, 
insurance) combined with real estate. 
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the companies had been in business for fewer than five years (seven for 
under one year}, but 13 percent had been in business for over 50 years --
one for 152. The mean age for all companies was 22 years, the median 12. 
All regions of the country were represented roughly in proportion to the 
region's population. 
Two demographic characteristics were of some interest. The first was the 
relatively large number of product lines carried by all types of businesses. 
Second, and even more surprising, was the very high percentage of imported 
products sold in relation to the percentage of exports. Only 27 percent of 
distributors sold no imported products while almost one quarter of them 
generated over 50 percent of sales from imported goods. In contrast, only 
six percent of manufacturers sold 25 percent or more of their products 
overseas and only 50 percent of the manufacturers and 25 percent of the 
distributors sold overseas at all. 
THE EFFECTS OF INTEREST AND THE ECONOMY 
Companies' Perceptions of Effects 
The questionnaire asked companies how they perceived their sales and profits 
to have been affected separately by interest rates and the economy (Appendix 
A, P• 4}. Seventy-seven percent mdicated that their sales had been hurt 
both by interest rates and the economy, 80 percent that their profits had 
3 been hurt by both. . Not surprisingly then, it was found that the effects 
of interest and the economy were by and large perce.L ved to be the same. 
There was only one significant difference: the economy affected sales more 
3 tn 95 percent of the cases the effects of interest rates and the economy 
were either in the same direction (i.e., both helped or both hurt} or one 
would have an impact on the company wh.Lle the other had no perce.Lved effect. 
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than interest affected profits. 4 
Were Some Companies More Affected Than Others? 
It might be expected, in general, that interest rates and the economy would 
affect certain companies more than others; e.g., high interest rates would 
be presumed to affect companies with debt more than companies that are self-
financed. They would also affect the sales of certain firms more than 
others in particular, those with high-priced products such as automo-
biles or housing. Further, some parts of the country presumably have been 
' hit harder by the recession than othE!rs, and · very srrtall corrtpanies -- because 
of their more restricted options for dealing with adverse conditions (you 
can • t cut back what isn • t there! ) -- might be expected to feel the force of 
economic conditions more strongly than larger firms with a wider resource 
base and a more stable market niche. Perhaps because of the pervasive 
nature of these conditions, however, theeffects were perceived overall to 
be the same regardless of company size, region of the country, or economic 
sector. The one exception was that manufacturers and distributors indicated 
. . s 
they were hurt more by interest than were serv~ce compan~es. 
The Effects of Economic Conditions 
Because differences in the effects of interest rates and the economy were 
not significant overall -- either for companies as a whole or for particu-
lar groups of firms the responses to four separate questions on the 
4 
at p <.OS. Simultaneous tests of hypotheses (paired t-tests) were per-
formed using the Bonferroni principle (Morrison, 1976) to provide a more 
conservative estimate. 
s 
at p <.OS. The effects of interest rates and the economy on sales and 
profits were analyzed by multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for the 
three different groupings of companies. 
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effects of interest and the economy on profits and on sales were combined to 
facilitate subsequent analysis. These combined effects, termed hereafter 
"economic conditions," are shown in Exhibit 2. 6 The effects of economic 
conditions were also not differentiated by size of company or geographic 
location, but again manufacturers and distributors indicated they were hurt 
. . 7 
more than were serv~ce compan~es. 
The Financial Impacts 
For 304 of the 1,057 respondents, reasonably complete financial data were 
available for at least the prior two 8 years. Selected financial 
information on these companies for each year from 1977 to 1981 is shown in 
Appendix B. This information can be used to substantiate or refute the 
respondents' perceptions of the effects of economic conditions. It can also 
be used to explore whether the actions the companies took in response to 
these conditions had any effect. 
6The four groups -- "hurt severely," "hurt somewhat," "unaffected," and 
"helped" are defined by natural breaks in a frequency distribution of the 
combined variable. 
7 
at p <.05. (ANOVA) 
8The letter accompanying the questionnaire recognized the sensitivity fi-
nancial in.formation has in privately-held companies and encouraged recipi-
ents to return the survey even if the financial data were omitted or incom-
plete. While a large percentage of the returned questionnaires contained 
some financial information, much of. it was fragmentary and thus excluded 
from analysis. Several characteristics were tested for statistically signi-
ficant differences between those providing usable financial information and 
all other respondents. Only one characteristic was found to be signifi-
ficantly different: by size of company proportionally fewer companies in 
the 1-10 employee range, and proportionally more in the 250+ range, were 
represented in the financial sample than in the sample at large ( p <.OS) • 
This can at least partially be accounted for by the necessary exclusion from 
analysis of companies which reported fewer than two years of financial 
information, since smaller companies -- many of which had not even been in 
business for two years -- make up a large proportion of these firms. Of the 
304 companies in the financial sample, 92 percent supplied usable informa-
tion for three years, 79 percent for four years, and 69 percent for five 
years. 
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Indications of the Effects of Economic Conditions 
The perception by 71 percent of the responding companies that they had been 
hurt by economic conditions was borne out by their financial performance --
see Exhibit 3. While sales had increased at a compound growth rate of 12.9 
perc.ent per year (inflation being a major contributor), return on equity had 
decreased and interest rates and interest expense had increased 
substantially. 
Those companies that indicated they had been hurt severely by economic 
conditic>ns had, on the whole, lower profit ratios, higher interest expense 
and debt-equity ratios, and smaller increases in sales (over the four-year 
period from 1977 to 1981 ) than did other groups. Those companies hurt, but 
hurt somewhat less, also differed from those unaffected or helped on a 
number of measures -- Exhibit 4. 
Indications of the Effectiveness of Actions Taken 
While it is not possible from the questionnaire data to conclusively prove 
that the actions taken by the responding companies to counteract the impact 
of interest rates and the economy had any effect on performance, there are 
indications that they were, in part at least, effective. 
Interest rat.es went up by 88.6 percent (Exhibit 3) yet 
interest expense as a percent of earnings-before-taxes-
and-interest went up only by 52 percent and interest as 
a percent of sales went up only by 43 percent. While 
the latter is, in part, confounded by the effects of 
inflation on sales, the former measure suggests some 
careful management by the respondents. 
While interest rates and interest expense increased sub-
stantially, pre-tax profit as related to sales and to 
owners' equity (ROE) decreased only by 18 percent and 
23 percent respectively. 
It is now appropriate · to examine the actions taken by the respondents. 
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ACTIONS TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
The Actions 
The questionnaire set forth 45 actions which companies might have taken in 
response to economic conditions (Appendix A, pp. 1-2) and asked respondents 
to indicate either ( 1) that they did not take the action or ( 2) the degree 
to which they were influenced to do so by (a) interest rates, and (b) the 
9 
economy. Responses paint a picture of wide variability: 
0 While none of the 45 actions were taken by fewer than 90 of the 
firms responding, only 13 were taken by more than half of all 
companies, and only three by 70 percent or more. 
0 Thirty-four of the actions were taken significantly more often by 
companies in some economic sectors than by those in others. 
0 Thirty-four ·actions were also taken significantly more often by 
companies hurt (either severely or somewhat) than by companies 
either helped or unaffected. 
0 For 22 of the 45 act~ons companies could also indicate the direc-
tion and extent of the action taken - e.g., raise or lower sales 
prices by 10 or 20 percent. In these situat~ons, there was 
considerable variation in direction and some in the extent of the 
action taken. 
9 For 33 of the 45 actions companies taking the action reported that they 
had been influenced significantly more (p <.OS) to do so by the economy than 
by interest rates a finding which is not surprising in that interest 
rates are generally cons~dered to be a factor within the economy. Although 
statistically significant, these differences were q-1.11te small from a 
practical (managerial) standpoint. A number of tests were performed using 
the full scale (1 to 5) of influence for interest rates, the economy, and 
both combined (a 2 to 10 scale). We ultimately found it more fruitful to 
look solely at whether or not the company actually took the action where at 
least one of the two economic forces played a role in that decis~on. Re-
sults reported reflect thJ.s d~stinct~on. 
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The five most commonly taken actions regardless of economic sector or degree 
of impact of economic conditions were: 
0 Monitor collections more closely (89% of all respondents) 
0 Budget expenses and monitor compliance (83%) 
0 Change sales prices (71%) 
0 Stop selling to slow-paying customers or put them on COD (67%) 
0 Streamline the organization (64%) 
Those actions that were taken by 70 percent or more of respondents in any 
e ·conomic sector are shown in Figure 1 below: 
Figure 1 
Actions Taken by 70 Percent or More of Respondents 
All 
Action Companies 
* Monitor collections 89% 
more closely 
* Budget expenses and 83 
monitor compliance 
* Change sales prices 71 
·Move to purchase to 
order 
* Stop selling to or 
COD slow-payers 
Require suppliers to de-
liver on shorter notice 









-- indicates a percentage less than 70 percent. 













The asterisk in Figure 1 marks those actions that were in the "top 10" most 
frequently taken by each sector: One other action in the "top 10" for each 
economic sector was streamline the organization -- taken by 64% of all 
respondents. 
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The percentage of companies taking each of the 45 actions, both overall and 
within sectors of the economy, is given in Appendix c, along with each 
action's relative rank. 
Factor Analysis (Action Groups} 
Because of the difficulty of discussing such a large number of actions, 
factor analysis was employed as a data reduction technique for the purpose 
of break~ng out groups of actions which may have been taken as a group --
and thereby could be discussed as a generic category of activity. 10 The 
analysis identified ten such action areas (factors} encompassing all of the 
45 . 11 act~ons. The actions comprising the ten factors are presented in 
Exhibit 5. 
To explore the extent to which companies in different sectors, of different 
size, or affected differently by economic conditions may have been active in 
these ten action areas, we computed an "act~vity index" for all respondents 
within each 12 factor and employed this index, rather than factor scores, 
10The 45 actions were grouped on the questionnaire to facilitate manage-
ments' responses, but these categorizations were not intended to be appli-
cable to any particular group of respondents or to imply that any particu-
lar set of actions would or would not be taken as a group. 
11 The ten factors prov~ded for a fairly clear simple structure in terms of 
substantive meaning. Four of the actions appeared in more than one factor. 
Although a "tighter" factor structure was found (which eliminated 11 of the 
45 actions and all but one overlap between factors} the amount of variance 
explained remained nearly the same, and the structure was deemed overall 
less useful for the purpose of group~ng act~ons. 
12The "activity index" is simply the number of act~ons taken by the com-
pany within each factor divided by the numbers of actions in the factor~ 
i.e. , the percent of those actions taken by the company. We elected not to 
use factor scores because we felt that a d~rect measure of companies' acti-
vity in the ten areas would be empirically much more useful than the m-
direct estimation of factor scores (See Nunnally, 1978 for a comprehensive 
discuss~on of the difficulties involved ~n factor score estimation.) --
particularly since a number of variables used to define a factor had 
multiple correlations with the factor of less than .so, a circumstance wh~ch 
would make the estimation of factor scores highly inexact. 
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to attempt to identify differing levels of activity for different groups of 
respondents. These "activity indices" for all respondents and for each 
economic sector are shown in Exhibit 6 along with eacp factor's relative 
rank among the ten. 
OVerall, the typical company took 17.9 actions out of a possible 45 -- or 
39.a percent on the average. Exhibit 6 shows that there were considerable 
differences in the extent to which these groups of actions were taken 
a range of 57.9 percent (high) to 8.9 percent (low). Further, as could be 
expected, there were significant /differences in the extent to which com-
panies in different economic sectors took certain groups of actions. 
The areas in which manufacturers were more active than the others were the 
two manufacturing-related factors, plant and production, and organiza-
tion, operations, and international• This is not surprising given the 
nature of manufacturing activities and the relatively larger size of 
uf . . 13 man actur~ng compan~es. 
Companies hurt either somewhat or severely were more ac.tive in most areas 
than were those helped or unaffected (Exhibit 7). This also is not sur-
prising and is discussedmore fully in connection with companies' overall 
level of activity in a later section of the paper. 
Six of the ten factors also showed statistically significant differences 
by size 14 of company. Although results lacked a clear pattern in every 
13on the average (median), manufacturers had two to three times the value 
added of companies in the other sectors -- see Appendix B. 
14The six factors showing significant differences were: 
ganization, operations, plant, labor, and international. 




case, larger companies, in general, were more active in those areas than 
were smaller ones, especially those with fewer than 25 employees. This is 
quite understandable since very small companies, for the most part, simply 
don't have the range of options o~en to them that larger ones have. Those 
actions which the smaller companies did ~ take were largely related to 
production and personnel. 
DIRECTION AND EXTENT OF ACTION 
As indicated previously, for 22 of the 45 actions listed in the question-
naire, respondents could indicate the extent and direction of the action --
e.g., increase sales prices by 20 percent, decrease administrative personnel 
by 30 percent, or increase the level of borrowings by 40 percent (Appendix 
A, p. ,2>. The number of companies taking different kinds of actions, as we 
have seen, varied considerably. What was quite surprising was that for each 
of the above 22 actions which some companies took in one direction, other 
companies, to a greater or lesser extent, would take the same action in the 
opposite direction. The extent of the action taken, its direction, and the 
percentage of all companies taking it are shown in Exhibit 8. A look at the 
left side of the exhibit shows, for example, that for the fifth action --
change sales prices 70.8 percent of all companies changed prices, with 
44.9 percent increasing them and 25.9 percent decreasing them. With 
inventory depth the opposite was true: 15.1 percent of companies increased 
inventory depth, 41.9 decreased. 
The degree to which the action was taken also varied -- see the right side 
of Exhibit a. Companies increasing sales prices increased them, on the 
average, by 25.9 percent, while those decreasing prices decreased them by an 
average of 15.4 percent. This shows that while there is considerable 
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diversity in the direction of response by companies taking the same action, 
there is less diversity in its extent or intensity. 
Whether or not these differences are "arbitrary" is a matter of som-e in-
terest, since at first glance the pattern seems to be fairly random. 
To take a look at why companies in similar circumstances might take oppo-
site actions, we eliminated from the analysis those companies which did not 
take action at all and tested for whether some groups of companies took de-
creasing (or conversely, increasing) actions significantly more often than 
others. 
Perhaps the most logical assumption would be that companies affe-cted posi-
tively by economic conditions would take actions in different ways than 
companies which are affected negatively. For example, companies which have 
been helped by economic conditions might expand the breadth and depth of 
their inventory while businesses seriously hurt might contract both breadth 
and depth. As shown below, those companies hurt were clearly more likely to 
decrease inventory depth than were other groups : 














A. complete analysis of the 22 actions by impact group showed that there 
were, in fact,. statistically significant differences for half. In almost 
every case, companies which were hurt took "decreasing actions" 
significantly more often than did e~ther or both companies helped or 
---- ----- - ----- --------------
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unaffected by economic conditions. The 11 actions which were taken signifi-
cantly more frequently by companies hurt than by others are shown in 
Exhibit 9. This analysis explains a great deal, but by no means all, of 
the difference in the direction of actions taken by companies. 
Analysis by economic sector was less elucidating. Only five of the 22 
actions showed significant differences: 
0 Service companies increased credit limits more than did distributors* 
0 Manufacturers and distributors decreased prices more than did ser-
vice or financial companies* 
0 Manufacturers, distributors, and service companies increased adver-
tising more than did financial companies* 
0 
0 
Manufacturers and service companies increased the number of their 
product lines more than did distributors** 
Manufacturers cut back production/service personnel more than did 
service or finance companies* 
* p <.OS ** p <.01 
But even allowing for both industry differences and differences in the ef-
fects of the economy, opposite actions are still taken by a large numbe~ of 
companies in apparently similar circumstances -- and large numbers of com-
panies seemingly take very few actions. The first observation can be ex-
plained by viewing small businesses as a considerably varied set of enter-
prises facing a bewildering variety of economic and competitive conditions 
-- this explains the diversity of actions. The second observation can be 
related to this, but it can also be hypothesized that small business owner-
managers are often passive. 
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HOW ACTIVE OR PASSIVE WERE THE COMPANIES? 
The results of the survey indicated that a great many companies took very 
few actions 25 percent took 12 or fewer actions in response to economic 
conditions although only 13 took 
. 15 
no action at all. This raises the 
question as to whether or not the small business community is active or 
passive in the face of changing economic conditions. 
To address this question, the number of actions taken by each company in 
response to those cond~tions was looked at. The fewer the actions taken, 
the more "the company was viewed as passive, the larger the number of actions 
taken, the more it was viewed as active. The overall level of activity was 
analyzed by economic sector and by the way in which companies had been a£-
fected by interest rates and the economy. Exhibit 10 presents the average 
number of actions taken by all companies and by companies in different 
sectors of the economy, of different size, or affected differently by 
economic conditions. 
The exhibit shows, not surprisingly, that companies whi ch indicated that 
they were unaffected by the economy took, on the average, the fe.west number 
of actions in response to changing economic conditions. It also 'shows that 
those helped by these conditions took more actions than those unaffected, 
but fewer actions than those hurt. As would be expected, those hurt 
severely took more actions than any other group - - some 46.4 perc ent of the 
15Ni ne o f the 13 indicated that they had been unaffected by economi c 
condi tions -- a possi ble r eason for maintaini ng the status quo -- but two of 
the compani es r eported t hey had been hurt severely by those condi t i ons. 
(The remaining t wo companies did not comp let e t hat section o f t he question-
naire which dealt with those impacts.) 
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45 possible actions set f h b th . . 16 Th. . h dl ort y e quest~onna~re. ~s ~s ar y a 
passive posture given the varied types of small businesses and the 
considerably different situations they face in the market economy. 
An examination of companies in different economic sectors shows that manu-
facturers take the highest number of actions (47 percent on the average); 
distributors take the next most (41 percent); and service and real estate 
. tak th f t ( 31 d 30 . 1 ) 17 Th. compan~es . e e ewes percent an · percent respect~ve y • ~s 
is partially due to some of the actions included in the questionnaire being 
inapplicable to service and financial companies. But it can well be due 
also to the greater exposure to adverse conditions faced by manufacturers 
and companies with large inventories. 
The analysis in Exhibit 12 shows that for the 2.S percent of the companies 
taking the fewest number of actions, those unaffected by economic condi-
tions took the fewest actions -- and those hurt severely took twice as many 
as those unaffected. Moving up to the 50 percent of the respondents taking 
the fewest actions, those hur.t severely took 4 7 percent of the actions 
listed on the questionnaire ( 21 out of 45) , while those companies which were 
unaffected by economic conditions took only 29 percent (13 actions). This 
is a considerable difference and one which goes a long way towards quelling 
the idea that small businesses are not responsive to their environment. 
16statistically, those hurt severely were more active than all other 
groups; those hurt somewhat were more active than those unaffected or helped 
(p <.0001). 
17 . . 11 . . f Stat~st~ca . y, manu acturers 
distributors were more active 
companies (p <.0001). 
were more active than all other groups; 
than were service or financial/real estate 
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The differences in the number of actions taken narrow for groups of the most 
active companies (the upper quartile). But what is surprising is that these 
companies took between 51 percent and 93 percent of the possible actions --
proving once again that averages can be quite misleading and that small 
business managers can and do respond vigorously to their environment. 
LOAN EXPERIENCE 
Of the 1,057 companies responding to the survey 614, or 58 percent, had 
applied for at least one loan in the period from January 1, 1982 until the 
survey was distributed in Auglist, 1982. The loan application rate for those 
614 companies was: 
Number of Loans Applied For % Applying CUmulative . % 
1 or 2 loans 53.6% 53.6% 
3 or 4 loans 32.9 86.5 
5 loans a.o 94.5 
6 or more loans 5.5 100.0 
The percentage of responding companies applying for each of ten loan cate-
gories is given in Exhibit 12. As would be expected, the highest percen-
ta;ge .of CC?JtlPqnies applied for a line o! .c:t"edit -- and those who tried it 
were, for the most part, successful. The only other type of loan which a 
quarter or more of the companies tried to obtain was a secured short-term 
loan and again they were quite successful. Unsecured and long-term loans 
were applied for quite infrequently -- and with lesser success. 
The typical company, regardless of economic sector, size, region of the 
country, or the degree to which it had been affected by economic conditons, 
applied for one or 18 two loans. It was stri king 
18 The mean for all companies was 1. 55. 
that for all the 
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companies who tried to get at least one loan, ~ percent ~ ~ least ~ 
and 80 percent 19 ~ ~ the loans they applied for. This leads to two 
conclusions: 
0 Loans were available to smaller companies willing to pay the in-
terest rates, but they were available in limited types. 
0 Small businessmen were aware of loan limitations and, for the most 
part, applied only for a few loans which they felt they had a good 
chance of obtaining. 
There were no statistically significant differences among economic sectors, 
companies of different size, or companies in different parts of the country 
in either the number of loans attempted or their success rate in obtaining 
them. Companies which indicated they had been hurt severely by economic 
conditions, however, tried for a 20 significantly larger number of loans 
and had a significantly lower success rate 21 than did either those unaf-
fected · or hurt only somewhat by economic conditions • As shown in Exhibit 
13, the success rate for all companies also tended to decrease as a function 
22 
of the overall number of loans applied for. 
19The mean success rate for all companies for all types of loans was 89.8 
percent. 
20 p <.05 
21 p <.01 
22 
. . 11 . "f" 001 stat~st~ca y s~gn~ ~cant at p <. 0 · • 
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Finance and Real Estate 
Other or Unspecified 
Total 







Age of Company 
Less than 5 years 
5 to 9 years 
10 to 19 years 
20 to 49 years 
Over SO years 
Total 






East South Central 
West South Central. 
North Central 
East North Central 































Percent Number Percent 
5.8% 54 5.2% 
16.3 121 11.6 
15.9 139 13.4 
6.6 62 6.0 
11.0 104 10.0 
17.4 174 16.7 
8.6 124 11.9 
4.7 87 8.4 
13.7 175 16.8 
100.0% 1040 100.0% 
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Exhibit 1 (cont.) 
CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS 
Number of Product Lines by Economic Seqtor 
One 2-10 11 and over 
Manufacturing 39% 54% 7% 
Distribution 31 53 16 
Service 56 43 1 
Finance andRE so 46 4 
Percent Products That Are Sold Percent Products Sold That Are 
in Markets Outside USA Manufactured Outside USA 
None 0-10% 10-25% Over 25% None 0-10% 10-25% Over 50% 
Manufacturing 50% 32% 12% 6% 71% 18% 7% 4% 
Distribution 75 20 3 2 27 32 18 23 
Service 81 13 3 3 82 11 4 3 











PERCEIVED EFFECT OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS* 





































Finance/Real Estate 10.4 
*~'"'ombined index of effects of interest rates and the economy. 
**Data are missing for 41 of the 1057 respondents. 
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Exhibit 3 
FIVE-YEAR SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL DATA 1 
(All Companies) 
1977-1981 
1981 1980 1979 1978 1977 Change 
- - -
Pre-tax Profit as a 3.8% 4.3% 5.0% 4.5% 4.4% -17.8% 
' 
of Sales 
Change in Sales +13.9 +15.4 +15.9 +19.0 n/a +62.5 
over Prior Year 
Pre-tax Return on 20.6 23.7 26.3 24.9 24.2 -22.7 
Equity 
Interest Expense as 1. 5 1.3 1. 1 0.9 0.7 +42.9 
a % o£ Sales 
Interest Expe!Zse as 18.2 15.2 13.3 11.2 10 .a +52.0 
a % of EBIT 
Average :tnterest Rate3 18.0 16.1 13.9 10.9 9.2 +88.6 
1complete financial data for all companies and by economic sector are given 
in Appendix B.. All figures presented are medians since the arithmetical 
averages (means) are heavily influenced by the largest numbers. For example, 
the mean 1981 sales for all companies is $8. 1 million while the median is $1 .4 
million. The mean pre-tax profit is $277,000 while the median is $46,000; and 
the mean debt-to-equity ratio is. 2.51:1 while the median is 1.08:1. Since we 
are really concerned with the impact of economic conditions on the typical 
company, the median is the more useful measure. 
2Earnings before Interest and Taxes. 





BY PERCEIVED IMPACT OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
Perceived Impact of Economic Conditions 
Ratio of Mean Ranks of Impact Groups to Mean Rank 
for All Respondents* 
1981 
Financial Number Hurt Hurt 
Ratio Responding Helped Unaffected Somewhat Severely 
Interest as a 1 257 .926 .918 1.097 .973 
% of Profit** 
Interest as a 2 271 .827 .775 1.018 1.122 
a % of Sales 
Interest as 3 a 261 .736 .766 1.027 1.142 
% of EBIT 
Debt to OWner'~ 261 .904 .812 .966 1.142 
Equity Ratio 
Profit as a 3 290 1.303 1.290 1.034 .779 
% of Sale~ 
262 1.198 1.237 1.023 .840 Pre-tax ROE3 
Pre-tax ROA 271 1.417 1.336 1.004 .7.75 
Change in sales: 
1977 - 813 203 1.353 1.239 1.019 .819 
1978 
- 81 3 233 1.413 1.278 1.012 • 791 
1979 - 81 3 274 1.297 1.280 1.055 .779 
1980 - 81 3 299 1. 355 1.197 1.064 .796 
*The ratio of the mean rank for each group to the mean rank for all companies. 
Thus for "Interest as a % of Profit," the mean rank of those "hurt a lot" was 
125. When this is div1.ded by the mean rank for those responding, 257/2 or 
128.5, the result is 0.973. 
**All profits are pre-tax profits. 
~ - No significant differences (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). 
3 Significant at p <.01 (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). 
Significant at p <-.001 (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). 
NOTE: Because of the wide variability and non-normal distribution of financial 
indices, all financial data were analyzed by nonparametric statistical methods. 
For example, interest as a percent o f profit ranges from -2800% to + 12~ 500%, 
with a mean of 84%. The median, however, is only 14% and the interquartile 
range is 0% to 59%. Thus the mean is not a very informat1.ve indicator of 
performance. The same holds true for other financial ratios. 
--·· ---------·-- - -
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Exhibit 4 (page 2) - Statistical Results 
I. Financial Ratio 
2 Kruskal-Wallis* 
X ** Significance 
Profit as a % of Sales 3S.207 
Return on Equity 18.789 
Return on Assets 41.728 
Interest as a % of Profit 4.074 
Interest as a % of Sales 14.36S 
Debt-to-Equity Ratio 11.753 
Interest as a % of EBIT 17.466 
*Numbered footnotes give Mann-Whitney U results. 









1 Those hurt a lot ranked lower than anyone else (p < .001); those hurt some 
ranked lower than those unaffected (p. < .01). 
2Those hurt a lot ranked lower than those unaffected (p < .001) and than those 
hurt some or helped ( p < • OS); those hurt some ranked lower than those unaffected 
(p < .OS). 
3 Those hurt a lot ranked lower than those helped or unaffected (p < .001) and 
those hurt some (p < .01). 
4 Those hurt a lot ranked higher than those unaffected (p < .001); those hurt 
some ranked higher than those unaffected (p < .OS). 
s . 
Those hurt a lot ranked higher than those unaffected (p < .01) and those 
helped (p < .OS). 
6 Those hurt a lot ranked higher than those unaffected (p < .001) and those 
helped (p < .OS); those hurt some ranked hJ..gher than those unaffected (p < .01). 















1 Those hurt a lot rank lower than those unaffected (p < .001), helped (p < .01) 
and hurt some (p < .OS); those hurt some rank lower than those helped or unaf-
fected (p < .OS)~ 
2 Those hurt a lot rank lower than those helped or unaffected (p < .001) and 
those hurt some ( p < • 01 ) ; those hurt some rank lower than those unaffected or 
helped (p < .05). 
3 Those hurt a lot rank lowe.r than those unaffected or hurt some (p < .001) and 
those helped (p < .01); those hurt some rank lower than those unaffected 
(p < .OS). 
4 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LEVEL OF ACTIVITY BY FACTOR 
Differences by Degree of Impact of 
Economic Conditions* 
Those ~ severely by economic conditions were more active than any other 







0 Credit Borrowing 
They were also more active than those hurt some or unafffected in credit 
lending and took more actions in production than did those unaffected or 
helped. 


















Those helped were more active in credit lending than those unaffected (but 
did not differ from either hurt category). 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DIFFERENCES IN DIRECTION OF ACTION BY DEGREE OF IMPACT 
OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
Action 
1 Decrease Inventory Breadth 
1 Decrease Inventory Depth 
Decrease Sales Prices 1 
Am t. fAdv -· 2 Decrease oun o ert~s~ng 
3 Decrease Number of Product Lines 
Slow the Rate of Gro~h for Exis-
ting Product Lines 
Decrease ~vel of Administrative 
Salaries 
Decrease Level of Product~on/ 
Service Personnel Wages 
Decrease N~er of Administrative 
Personnel 
Decreas.e Number of ~roduction/ 
Service Personnel 





Hurt severely > helped, unaf-
fected; hurt somewhat > helped. 
Helped < all others. 
Hurt severely, hurt somewhat > 
unaffected. 
Hurt severely > all others; 
hurt somewhat > unaffected. 
Hurt severely, hurt somewhat > 
unaffected. 
Hurt severely > helped, unaffec-
ted. 
Hurt severely > all others; 
hurt somewhat > helped, unaf-
fected. 
Hurt severely > all others. 
Hurt severely, hurt somewhat > 
helped, unaffected. 
Hurt severely, hurt somewhat > 
helped, unaffected. 
























NUMBER OF ACTIONS TAKEN 









Bf Size of Company* 
(ll:mployees) 
11-24 25-99 100-249 
17.6 19.6 18.3 



















500 or more 
20.2 
19.7 
*Statistically those compan~es with 1-10 employees took fewer actions than 
all other groups and those with 11-24 took fewer than companies w1.th 25-99 


















































































































































































































































PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS APPLYING FOR AND OBTAINING 
LOANS 
..... N w ~ IJI 0\ -...J 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I I l .. I . I I I 
Try: 40.7% Succeed: 90.5% 
Line of Credit 
Try: 26.5% Succeed: 94.7% 
Secured Short-Term Notes 
Try: 23.1% Succeed: 87.1% 
Unsecured · · Ndtes 
Try: 23.4% Succeed: 87.7% 







L_ __ T_r_y_:~9_._o%_o~--------~s_u_c_ce_e~d_: __ 6_5_._6_%----~~----~---------------~~~~~~~ 
Unsecured Term Loans (1-5 years) 
Try: 21.0% Succeed: 93.4% 
Leased Financing 
I Try: 8.8% Succeed: 68.5% • Secured Long-Term Debt (6-10 years) 
_ Try: 6.3% Succeed: 63.5% 









~--T_r_y_: __ 2_._4_% _____________ s_u_c~c-e-ed __ :_4_1_._7_%_. ____ ~~~----~------------------~~~- · ~ 
Unsecured Long-Term Debt (6-10 years) 
Try: 1.8% Succeed: 33.3% 
Unsecured Long-Term Debt Over 10 Years 




















BREAKDOWN OF SUCCESS RATE BY 




























ECONOMIC IMPACTS ON BUSINESS 
A. Below are listed some actions wh1ch you might have taken e1ther in response to high 1nterest rates or 1ust due to the overall economic s1tuauon today. For each act1on would you please Indicate (by CirCling! tO what extent your com· pany has responded to each action ana whether that action was in response to Interest Rates (Column AI or the General Econom1c Conditions (Column 8) . If your company has not taken any action please c~rcle 0 (zero). 
ACTION 
INVENTORY 
1 . Require suppliers to deliver on shorter notice 
2. Move toward purchasing-to-order 
rather than to inventory . 
3. Move toward produc~ng-to·order 
rather than to inventory . 
RECEIVABLES 
4 . Add interest to past·due accounts 
5 . Stop selling to or move some 
customers to COO wno pay slowly 
6. Momtor collections more closely . 
SALES 
7 ~ Drop low margin customers . . 
8 . Change the way products are distributed 
WAGES 
9. Negotiate concessions from unions . . . . . . . . . 
OPERATING EXPENSES 
10. Relocate to a less expensive location 
1 1 . Postpone c1ant expans1on 
t 2 . Suoget exoenses. and monitor compliance 
LINES OF CREDIT 
1 :; . Ol:ltain industnat subsidized 
cevetopment loan. e.g. SBA. IRB. etc. 
1 4 . Borrow from stockholders (octa1n aaditional equity financing) 
MANUFACTURING/PRODuCTION 
15. Substitute less excens1ve mater~als . 
16. Standardize parts. assemblies. etc .. . ... . 
1 7 . Redes1gn products tor proauct!on effic1ency . 
1 8 Install new equ1cment 
1 9 . Postpone eowomenr expans1on 
20 . Aefurc1sn old equiPment as an 
ane.rnat1ve to purcnas•ng new eou•:::me')t 
MANAGEMENT 
21 Streamline orgamzat1on 
2 2 . Acceterate reurements 

















To What Extent Have 
High Interest 
Rates Influenced 
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4 i 3 
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4 ! 3 
4 ! 3 
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B. For actions below. listed on the left. please circle the number in Column A (high interest rates I and Column B (the economy) wh1ch oescnbes the extent to wh1ch those conditions influenced you to take that action (exactly as you did on the hrst cage of the ouest1onnaire). In addition. please circle the percentage 1n Column C which best indicates the extent of the act1on taken. 
ACTION 
ASSETS 
1 . Change the number of different 
items carried in inventory (breadth) 
2. Change the number of units held 
in inventory of each different 
item (depth) . ..... ...... . . .. . 
3. Change the credit limit on customers 
4. Change the discount 
for prompt payment . . ... • . . .. . . 
OPERATIONS 
5. Change sales price : . . ..• . • .... 
6. Change the level of customer service 
7. Change incentives of sales people .. 
8 . Change amount of advertising .... . 
9. Change the level of Sates abroad .. . 
10. Change the number of product 
lines offered to customers . . . . . •. 
1 1 • Speed up or delay the introduction 
of new product lines or services ... 
12. Alter your planned rate of growth for 
existing product tines or services . . . 
13. Accelerate or delay 
product improvements . . . . . . .. .. 
EMPLOYMENT 
1 4. Change salaries/wages for 
aomlnistrativetoverheao personnel . . 
15. Change the salaries/wages for 
proauct1on1service personnel . . .. . 
·16. Change the number of 
aam1n1strativeiovernead personnel .. 
1 7 . Change the number of 
production1serv1ce personnel 
1 8. Chance the pace of 
technolOgy 1n the factory 
19. Change the pace of 
tecnnology in the office 
OTHER 
20 . Cl'.ange the days outstanding 
of accounts payaole 
21 . Change tne level of 
your borrow1ngs overall 
22. Change the ourchase; oroauctlon 
rat10 of the products ycu sell 
(A) (81 (C) 
To What Extent 
Have High Interest 
Rates Influenced You 
To Take The Act1on 
To What Extent 
Has Tile Economy 
Influenced You To 
Take This ActiOn 
To What Extent (%1 Have You 
Taken The 
Action 
5 4 3 2 0 5 4 3 2 
5. 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 
0 5 4 3 2 
0 5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 ! 1 
5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 






5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 0 5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 0 5 4 3 2 





















2 1 I 0 I 
I 
2 
312 0 i 
31 2 0 II 
3 2 ! 0 
3 2l I 0! 
I. 
3 2 0 : 
3 I 'i 
2 i 0 ii 









5 4 3 2 
5 4 
5 4 
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If tnere are anv other act1ons tnat yo.u have taken ,n·r.esoonse :o e1tner n•-;n •nterest ra:es or tne economy. hsttnem ,....,. -. e- 0 ..,.._ ...... 0 ..:..,oa• •u•• ... tP". A l'tonroa ,.., ;~rt''"'" ,r :1t'101tr.<1n!.:t 
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COMPANY DESCRIPTION 
What is your principal business(es) (Check no more than two). 
1. ( 1 Extractive 6 . ( l Retailing 
2. ( ) Manufacturing 7. ( l Service-Labor Intensive ie.g. consulting. computer software. etc.) 
3. ( ) Distribution 8 . ( l Servrce·Capital Intensive (e.g. motel. airline) 
4. ( ) Wholesaling 9 . ( l Other--:::---:::-----------------
5. ( ) Financial Please E•D'-
How would you describe your industry? 
Descnption _____________________________________________________________________ ___ 
10. What is your industry·s three·digit SIC code (if known)? _____ SIC 
How many employees are there in your company (consider all plants. divisions. branches. etc.)? 
11. ( ) 1·1 0 15. ( ) 1 00·249 
12. ( l 11·19 16. ( l 250·499 
13. ( l 20·24 17. I I 500·999 
14. () 25·99 18. () 1.000ormore 
In what year was your company founded? 
19. 
---------- Year Founded 
Below would you list the number of different locations you have which faD into the various categories. 
NUMBER OF LOCATIONS 
20. Sales Only 
21 . Production/ser:vice only 
22. Production/service & sales 
Would you please indicate the number of major product line groups (e.g. women·s clothing, job-shop machines. 
consulting, petro-chemical products. etc.) 
23. ---------------Number of Products Unes 
How would you describe the primary market area in which you are offering your products or services for sale? 
24. ( ) local 
25. ( ) regional 
26. 1 l national 
27. ( l international 
What percent of your company sales are from sales outside the United States? 
28. None 33. 20% . 24.99% 
29. 0%· 4.99% 34. 25%.29.99% 
30. 5%. 9.99% 35. 30% . 39.99% 
31 . 10%. 14.99% 36. 40% • 49.99o/o 
32. 15%. 19.99% 37. 50% or more 
What percent of your company sales are from tJroducts produced outside the U.S.? 
38. 1 1 None 43. ( l 20% • 24.99% 
39. ( l 0% • 4.99% 44. ( ) 25% • 29 .99% 
40. ( l 5% • 9.99% 45. ( ) 30% • 39.99% 
41 . t 1 10% • 14.99% 46. I l 40% • 49.99% 
42. ( 1 15% • 19.99% 47. l 50% or more 
What is the ZiP code of your headQuarter locations? 
48. ZipCcde ____ _ 
-38-
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
Below are a few statements on econom1c conditions for which we would like to have your opinion. Please Circle the 
numcer whiCh best answers the quest1on. A +5 answer IS the most POSitive and a -5 answer is the most negat1ve. 
1. How have high interest rates affected your 
company's sales in the last two to three years . +5 4 3 2 0 2 3 4 -5 
2. How have economic conditions affected your 
company·s sales in the last two to three years .... +5 4 3 2 0 2 3 4 -5 
3 . How have high interest rates affected your 
company·s profitability in the last two to three years I:: 4 3 2 0 2 3 4 -5 4 . How have economic conditions affected your company's profitability in the last two to three years 4 3 2 0 2 3 4 -5 
FINANCING 
Selow are various forms of financing that your company might have tried to obtain since the beginning of this year (Jan. 
'82). For each type would you 1nd1cate (a) whether your company attempted to Obtain this financ1ng Stnce January and (b) if you have attempted financ1ng. how difficult it was for your company to obtain it. 
If your company has not attempted any outside financing s1nce Jan. '82. please check here ( ). 
TYPES OF OUTSIDE FINANCING 
1 . Line of credit . . . . 
2 . Secured short term notes 
3 . Unsecured short term notes . . 
4 . Secured term loans ( 1·5 years) . 
5 . Unsecured term loans ( 1·5 years) . 
6 . Leased financing 
7 . Secured long term debt ( 6·1 0 years) 
8 . Secured long term debt (over 10 years) 
9. Unsecured long term debt (6·10 years) 





For Each ··ves .. 
Response to (A) Please 
Answer: Tried and Found It 
Company Financial Data 
Please fill the table below with your best est1mate of the data requested. We would aocreciate your filling out the data for 
every year from 1977· 1981 that your company has been in bUSiness. However. even part1al data will help. 
Please be assured again that thiS information is strictly confidential and totally anonymous. 
If yoo.~ keep your rP.cords on a non-calendar fiscal year basis. please use the calendar year which includes the most 
montns of your fiscal year. For years end1ng on June 30. use the latest calendar year. Thus. ·aata tor fiscal year eno1ng 
February 28 . 1981 would be recorded as 1980 data. for fiscal years ending Seotember 30. 1981 . the calendar year 
would be 1981 and for June 30. 1981 year end. tne calendar year would also be 1981. Aememoer an educated guess 
or Parttal aata are better than no response. out please return the questionnaire no ma:ter now many cuest1ons you nave 
answered. 
HISTORICAL DATA 
1 . Sales for tne year 
2 . Purcnases of raw matenat. 
purcnaseo carts or t:msneo gccas 
3 . Interest Exoense (dollars) 
4 Profit before tax but alter 1nterest exoense 
5 . Owners eau1ty at en a of year 
6 . Total assets at end of year 
7 . Average •nrerest rare cr.arqea on 
sncr1-rerm oec~ on !~'! tast ca.._· cr ~!"!e vear 
1981 
(In thousands of dollars. please) 
I 1980 I 1979 I 1978 I 
,-,-.-, 
._ ,_ /_ , 
___ / · ___ / 
--'-- ·--· i 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The following papers are currently available in the Edwin L. Cox School of 
Business Working Paper Series. 
79-100 "Microdata File Merging Through Large-Scale Network Technology, 11 by 
Richard S. Barr and J. Scott Turner 
79-101 "Perceived Environmental Uncertainty: An Individual or Environmental 
Attribute," by Peter Lorenzi, Henry P. Sims, Jr., and John W. Slocum, 
Jr. 
79-103 "A Typology for Integrating Technology, Organization and Job Design," 
by John W. Slocum, Jr., and Henry P. Sims, Jr. 
80-100 "Implementing the Portfolio (SBU) Concept," by Richard A. Bettis and 
William K. Hall 
80-101 "Assessing Organizational Change Approaches: Towards a Comparative 
Typology," by Don Hellriegel and John W. Slocum, Jr. 
80-102 "Constructing a Theory·of Accounting-An Axiomatic Approach, 11 by 
Marvin L. Carlson and James W. Lamb 
80-103 "Mentors & Managers, 11 by Michael E. McGill 
8Q-104 "BudgetiJl,g Capital for R&D: An Application of .Option Pricing, 11 by 
John W. Kensinger 
80-200 "Financial Terms of Sale and Control of Marketing Channel Conflict," 
by Michael Levy and Dwight Grant 
80-300 "Toward An Optimal Customer Service Package, 11 by Michael Levy 
80-301 "Controlling the Performance of People in Organizations," by Steven 
Kerr and John W. Slocum, Jr. 
80-400 11TheEffects of Racial Composition on Neighborhood Succession, 11 by 
Kerry D. Vandell 
80-500 11Strategies of Growth: Forms, Characteristics and Returns, 11 by 
Richard D. Miller 
80-600 110rganizationRoles, Cognitive Roles, and Problem-Solving Styles," 
by Richard Lee Steckroth, John W. Slocum, Jr., and· Henry P. Sims, Jr. 
80-601 "New Efficient Equations to Compute the Present Value of Mortgage 
Interest Payments. and Accelerated Depreciation Tax Benefits, 11 by 
Elbert B. Greynolds, Jr. 
80-800 "Mortgage Quality and the Two-Earner Family: Issues and Estimates," 
by Kerry D. Vandell 
80-801 "Comparison of the EEOCC Four-Fifths Rule and A One, Two or Three (J 
Binomial Criterion," _by Marion Gross Sobol and Paul Ellard 
80-900 "Bank Portfolio Management: · The Role of Financial Futures," by 
Dwight M. Grant and George Hempel 
- I 
I 
80-902 "Hedging Uncertain Foreign Exchange Positions," by Mark R. Eaker and 
Dwight M. Grant 
80-110 "Strategic Portfolio Management in the Multibusiness Firm: An 
Implementation Status Report," by Richard A. Bettis and William K. 
Hall · 
80-111 "Sources of Performance Differences in Related and Unrelated Diversi-
fied Firms," by Richard A. Bettis 
80-112 "The Information Needs of Business With Special Application to 
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